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Message from President 

  

On the auspicious occasion of 36th Durga 

Puja celebration organized by Bichitra 

Bengali Association of Manitoba Inc., I 

extend my warm greetings to all the mem-

bers of Bichitra, their friends, and fam-

ilies. 

 

The festival of Durga Puja marks the vic-

tory of good over evil. It is the cele-

bration of Shakti and Bhakti and symbol-

izes our inner struggle to rise to higher 

levels of consciousness. This is a festi-

val in which every household brims with 

worship and merriment. 

 

Let us pray to Mother Durga, who epitomizes female dynamism that she 

guides us in the path of righteousness and blesses our land with 

peace, happiness and prosperity. 

 

May this festival strengthen bonds of brotherhood and may Goddess 

Durga shower her blessings on all our people for years to come. 

I hope & pray that you will take vow with me before the Mother God-

dess that we shall perform with utmost sincerity in our own spheres 

so that we can promote a better generation in a safer world. 

 

May the Mother Goddess bless us all. 

Wish you all a Happy and prosperous Durga Puja. 

  

Bhaskar Saha 

President – Bichitra Bengali Association of Manitoba Inc. 
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Message from Puja Chairperson 

 
Dear Bichitra members and friends, 

 

It is an honor to welcome you on this auspi-
cious occasion of 36th “Sri Sri Durga Puja” 
Organised by Bichitra in Winnipeg. 

On this auspicious day of Durga Puja, my 
greetings to you, ‘Sarba Mangala Mangalle 
Shiv e Sarbastho Swaidhikey’. Happiness & 

betterment at all levels for all for all time 
to come, success at the end of all your pur-
suits in the most truthful way. May goddess 
Durga bless you, like she blessed Lord Rama, 
to fight the evil, like he fought Ravana, May Goddess Durga eliminate 
all your vices. Have a blessed Durga Puja. May Maa Durga empower you & 
your family with her nine swaroopa of Name, Fame, Health, Wealth, Hap-
piness, Humanity, Education, Bhakti & Shakti. Happy Navratri. 

May this Durga puja brings happiness to you and fill your life with joy 
and prosperity. 

 

I would like to thank all our community members, volunteers and spon-
sors for their hard work and sincere support. 

 

Let’s be together to celebrate the spirit of humanity and vows to rise 
against the evils and fight against anything which harm the sense of 
togetherness. Above all celebrate the thyme of one for all and all for 
one. 

 

Sincerely 

Purna Chandra Satpathy 

Chairperson, Durga Puja Committee 2015 

Bichitra Bengali Association of Manitoba Inc. 
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MESSAGE FROM PUBLICATION SECRETARY 

 

Dear Friends, 

  Its time of the year when Goddess Durga 

Maa returns home. I wish that she leaves 

behind good luck and happiness for you and 

your family and friends.  

BICHITRA put in tremendous efforts in mak-

ing this year memorable for our members, 

with a collage of colourful cultural 

events including special music and drama, 

artistes, a chain of sports contests, fun-filled picnic, with record 

participation and multiple socio-community support activities. 

On behalf of The Bengali Association of Manitoba Inc., it is a great 

pleasure to extend a cordial and warm welcome to you all on the auspi-

cious occasion of Durga Puja and Lakshmi Puja. Bitchitra is celebrating 

Durga Puja since 1979. During these five days of festival, we forget our 

differences and join together to celebrate this auspicious occasion.  

I would like to thank each and everyone who contributed to the content 

or design of Agomoni 2015. I would also like to thank all readers who 

will devote their precious time to read Agomoni. Finally, I would like 

to convey that it was a great pleasure to design Agomoni and hope that 

you will all enjoy reading it.  

I also hope and pray that you all will take vow with me before Maa Durga 

that we shall perform with utmost sincerity in our own spheres of life 

so that we can bring a better generation in a safer world. 

May Maa Durga bless us all. 

 

Sincerely, 

Ranjan Kumar Saha 

Publication Secretary – BICHITRA 

Bichitra Bengali Association of Manitoba Inc.   
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A Change of Heart 

    — Sayani Roy 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a magnificent bungalow located in the city’s suburbs, Mrinmoyee was busy giving instruc-

tion to the maids of the house. It was almost time for her to head to the fashion boutique, 

she owned.   Just then, Mili said to Mrinmoyee, “Mamma, I am going out with my friends to 

the parlor. I might not come home for lunch if I get late. Will call you in the meantime.” 

Mrinmoyee replied, “That’s fine. But, take the car and driver with you. Do try to return home 

fast and get yourself some rest.” Mili agreed to it and said, “Sure, Mamma.”  

As Mrinmoyee was about to leave the house, she suddenly remembered that she had left her 

design catalogue book in Mili’s room. So, she rushed upstairs to get the book. While taking 

the book off the shelf, she saw that Mili’s carry-on luggage is still not unpacked. So, she 

thought of unpacking it herself. While unpacking the clothes, she noticed an envelope. Her 

maternal instinct made her inquisitive and she wanted to know if her daughter was hiding an-

ything from her. So, Mrinmoyee opened the envelope and read a letter that was in it. Her 

eyes grew dim as she read through the letter. The contents in the letter had something that 

made Mrinmoyee transport back a little more than twenty-eight years, in time, in her 

thoughts. 

Hailing from a traditional Bengali family in north Kolkata, Mrinmoyee always participated in all 

the cultural events in her neighborhood. She was beautiful, intelligent and excelled in various 

forms of dance. So, she was given the responsibility of composing some dances for kids as 

well as adults for a dance drama to be showcased during Durga Puja. On the drama rehears-

al, she met Rudra, a guy who spoke more with his eyes than with words. Mrinmoyee used to 

keenly observe his dance and acting as it was better than the rest of the cast.  
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On MahaNabami, after the cultural event was over, she was performing ‘dhunuchi-naach’, 

when her sari was about to catch fire. It was Rudra, who saved her by throwing the coconut 

fibre lit with fire, away from her feet. Mrinmoyee developed a soft corner for Rudra and found 

out about his background and whereabouts. She came to know that he stayed in a rented 

apartment a few houses away from hers, completed his graduation in science and used to tu-

tor a group of students daily at his apartment to earn a livelihood. It seemed to Mrinmoyee 

that Rudra also liked her and enjoyed her company as he used to always drop her home and 

help her. However, their interactions almost came to a stop as Rudra always kept a low profile 

in the neighborhood.  

As time elapsed, Mrinmoyee realized that she was missing the small kind gestures of Rudra. 

She saw him playing with kids in the community, helping them with their lessons for free and 

helping the neighborhood to organize different events and raise funds for various crisis situa-

tions. In the company of Rudra, Mrinmoyee could always breathe fresh air being away from 

the competitive world with self-centered people where there was some self-interest hidden 

behind every action of a person. Such a life was completely new to her. It contrasted to her 

way of life, where she used to always plan every action of her, find ways of performing better 

than others and help others in hope of gaining something back.  

As Mrinmoyee enjoyed the company of Rudra, she decided to take tuitions in Mathematics 

from him. He was in dilemma whether to accept her as a student as he taught lower grades. 

However, she convinced him and started taking tuitions. She came to know that although Ru-

dra was a bright student and wanted to pursue medicine, yet he had to sacrifice his dream 

being unable to pay the fees. Gradually, Mrinmoyee and Rudra fell in love with each other. 

Within few months, both the families came to know about the relationship. Reputation and 

tradition was held in high esteem in Mrinmoyee’s family. So, they disagreed to the relation-

ship and fixed her marriage with a highly educated and rich businessman, Saptarshi Chatter-

jee.  

Although deep inside Mrinmoyee always yearned to spend her life with Rudra, yet she was in 

a dilemma. She knew that she would loose the love and trust of her family, her reputation 

and the luxuries of leading an extravagant lifestyle that she is used to. She chose to marry 

according to her family’s wishes, as she did not have the guts to go against her family. Rudra 

met with Mrinmoyee before her marriage and said in a sarcastic tone, “From here on, our 

paths in life will be separate. I somehow always knew that we both would never end up to-

gether as life for people like me is never a happy song with all joyful words strung together.  

Still, I don’t know why I unwillingly fell in love with you. For me, I will never forget you and 

the times we’ve spent together.  
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Hope that you have a happy married life.” Those words of extreme pain, hurt, depression and 

grief still ring in her ears. Mrinmoyee also suffered a lot of pain. But, she did not look back 

into her past. She tried to put her heart and soul into her marriage. Nevertheless, destiny had 

other plans. Saptarshi was an extreme workaholic person and always returned home late at 

night even on weekends. After a couple of years, Mrinmoyee gave birth to a baby girl and her 

life was circled around her.  Later, she discovered that her husband was having an extra-

marital relationship. Whenever, she questioned her husband and threatened him to reveal his 

relationship to his family, he used to beat her up. Saptarshi even threatened Mrinmoyee back 

saying that he will end his marriage with her. After several unsuccessful attempts of tying her 

husband to her family, she gave up. She concealed her unhappiness in front of her in-law’s 

fearing about the taunts her small daughter and family would receive if she separated from 

her husband. She had hinted about her unhappy marriage to her parents. However, they re-

torted back saying that Mrinmoyee is unable to adjust to the situation, as she might have not 

forgotten her past. So, Mrinmoyee buried her unhappiness in the bottom of her heart as the 

well-being and happiness of her daughter Mili only mattered to her. Being part of an es-

tranged family, Mrinmoyee and Mili shared an impeccable bond. They both always spent time 

with one another until Mili went to Ahmedabad to pursue her MBA in Finance. She graduated 

a year ago and got placed in Mindtree.  

Being a mother, Mrinmoyee was overjoyed as Mili’s marriage alliance got fixed with Debjit, a 

reputed engineer.  However, she was terrified as she read through the letter. It seemed to 

her as if the history of her own life was unfolding before her. She came to know that her 

daughter, Mili is in love with Nitin, who is just starting a new software outsourcing business. 

Mili, being an obedient daughter, did not accept Nitin’s proposal of marriage and concealed 

her relationship from her mother. Mrinmoyee also understood that her daughter has agreed 

to the marriage so as to not hurt her. In the letter, Nitin has expressed how deeply upset he 

is and has pleaded Mili to reconsider her decision. Mrinmoyee thought that destiny is playing 

some cheap prank on her and decided to do something to change the ending of her daugh-

ter’s relationship. 

Mili returned home for lunch and was surprised to find her mother sitting in the dining table, 

looking at the sidewall, lost in her thoughts.  

In an inquisitive tone, she asked, ”Is anything wrong with you, Mamma? Why didn’t you go to 

the boutique?”   
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Mrinmoyee did not respond. She went close to her mother and noticed that Mrinmoyee’s eyes 

are swollen and her nose is red.  So, she touched her mother’s forehead and asked, “Thank 

God, you don’t have fever. Did you cry again? You know that I am not getting married tomor-

row and leaving you. I’m only getting engaged and later getting a job transfer to Kolkata as 

Debjit stays here.” 

Mili hugged her mother tightly and said in a hushed tone, “I know that you went through a lot 

of pain in life. Come what may, I will always hold you close to my heart. Love you, Mamma. I 

am really hungry and I think you are too. So, let me arrange the tables for lunch.” 

Mrinmoyee was still silent and did not utter a word. She kept looking at Mili and kept thinking 

that her daughter is the only one, who has always considered her mother important than eve-

ryone in her life. Mili freshened up, arranged the table and sat down to have lunch. Mrinmoy-

ee started serving food to her and said, “Are you really happy with this marriage? You know 

you can tell me anything.” 

Mili retorted back, “Oh, Mamma. You were thinking about this. Don’t worry. Debjit is a nice 

guy with good values imbibed in him. His family is also well educated and cultured. It’s just 

perfect.” 

Both Mili and Mrinmoyee continued to have lunch. Suddenly, in a tearful voice, Mrinmoyee 

said, “I think that it’s time to tell you about my past. I fell in love with a guy called Rudra, 

who stayed in our neighborhood. We met during the rehearsals of a dance drama to be held 

during Durga Puja. He belonged to a close-knit, loving, lower middle-class family. Later, our 

families came to know about our relationship and my family fixed my marriage with your Dad. 

I chose to agree to their decision and get married so that my family is happy, my reputation 

is not tarnished in the society and I can lead the same standard of life that I was used to. 

That decision of mine seemed to me as the most viable solution to all my problems. I left my 

past behind, got married and tried hard to build a family, hurting Rudra and myself deeply in 

the process. A few years into the marriage, I realized what a bad decision I had taken. It was 

as if I was paying for betraying Rudra. I never met Rudra after that. But, I came to know 

from my friends that he got married to a nice girl and is having a happy family.” She paused 

and somehow composed herself. 

Mili truly cared for her mother, as they both have been through various hardships in life to-

gether due to her father. So, she did not judge her mother and labeled her character as bad 

just because she had a relationship before marriage.  On the contrary, she held her mother’s 

hand and said, “Please don’t cry, Mamma. I know it happens. In life, things don’t happen as 

per one’s wishes. But, I still can’t understand how your past is related to my marriage.” 
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After few moments of silence, Mrinmoyee said, “Please don’t be angry on me. I thought of 

unpacking your luggage and came across Nitin’s letter.” On hearing this, Mili’s expression 

changed, she was so guilt-ridden that she looked down. Mrinmoyee continued, “Yes, I read 

the letter. I told you my past so that you don’t do the same mistake that I did and repent all 

your life. Life is like a boomerang, which throws back and makes one pay double price of 

one’s misdeeds. Always take your own decisions and never allow the society to take control of 

your life or else you will become like a puppet dancing to its tunes. All my life, I have been a 

good daughter and listened to my parents and society. In return, I got a life filled with pain. 

Neither did my family nor the society come to my rescue. My family refused to help me saying 

that I was still trapped in my past and did not try my best to save my marriage. That day, I 

understood that a failed or broken relationship is like a permanent scar in a girl’s life that we 

can’t get rid of. And you saw your father, how he had two families and still held a clean image 

for his family and society.” 

Mili was astonished that her mother did not scold her about her relationship and accepted it. 

In a soft tone, she asked, “Then, why is it that fingers are always pointed at women even if 

they did not do any mistake?”  

Mrinmoyee replied, “Society always thrashes out at women because women don’t stand up for 

themselves and take charge of their own life. Also, you might have thought that I will get hurt 

on hearing about your relationship, as Nitin is not so well established. I also faced a similar 

situation. When I was in a dilemma to decide if I should marry your father, I thought that I 

should marry him as I could lead a life of the same standard that I am used to and will not 

have to face hardships. I was such a fool then. I didn’t realize that having love, a clean con-

science and inner peace are the keys to a happy life instead of wealth and comfort. All the 

wealth and luxuries are short-lived without love and peace of mind. Also, wealth can be built 

upon anytime when you have determination and do hard work.” 

Tears slipped down Mili’s face as she said, “Believe me, Mamma. I tried hard not to fall in 

love. It just happened. I wanted to tell you about it. But, I was worried that it might hurt your 

sentiments as Nitin is not as established now as Debjit, and also is a Gujrati. I have seen you 

going through a lot of torture, heartbreak and distress and didn’t want to be the reason for 

any of your pain.”  After a short pause, she continued, “I can understand and agree with what 

you are saying. But, I don’t think we can cancel the engagement as everything is fixed now 

and all people are invited. Such a step will cause a lot of defamation to our family.”  
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Mrinmoyee quickly responded back saying, “I have heard a lot from you about Nitin as a 

friend. From your words and the letter, I came to know that he is a good person. You immedi-

ately call and ask him if he agrees to getting engaged with you tomorrow. If he agrees, ask 

him to convince his family and catch the next flight to Kolkata. If he don’t agree to get en-

gaged so soon, then let me know when they can come. I will take care of the rest.” 

 

Mili was overjoyed. She called up Nitin and he convinced his family for the engagement. In a 

few months, they both got married. Mrinmoyee did not let the darkness of her life spill on her 

daughter. Mili led a dignified life with Nitin. She always stood up for herself whenever she saw 

somebody trying to demean her or her family. The words of Mrinmoyee still resound in her 

ears, “To have love, a clean conscience and inner peace are the keys to a happy life.” 

 

— The End — 
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                                       স্মতৃিচারণ  

                               অশ োক  মুশ োপোধ্যোয় (দিল্লী)  

যতিরু  মশেপশে  ঘটেোটো  দিশ ো  বির  পঁদিশ ক আশেকোর  I  দকন্তু  ঠিক  সো টো মশে  করশত  েো  পোরশ ও  
ঘটেোর  সময়টো যয  দি   সন্ধ্যোশব ো  - যসটো  আমোর আজও  মশে আশি  ! 

 

ঘটেো  ব োর  সুরুশত  পোঠকশির  জোেোশত  িোই  যয  আমোর  বোবো  যরশ র  িোকুরীসূশে  উদে  স পঞ্চো   এর  
মোঝোমোদঝ কমমসূশে  যবো পুশর  প্রোয়  বির  দতশেক  দিশ ে  I  আদম ও আমোর  যিোটশবোে মো-বোবোর  সোশে  
যরশ র  বোাংশ োশত  যস োশেই েোকতোম  I  মজোর  কেো  এই যয  আমোশির  যকোয়োটোসম  ডোউে প্লোটফমম  এর  
উপশর  দব ো   সোশেবী  আমশ র  বোাংশ ো  েশ ও ,  যকোয়োটোসম এর  দতে িোরশট  িরজো  একিম  প্লোটফমম এর  
উপশর  দি  - তোই  ওই িরজোগুদ  আমরো  যমোটোমুটিভোশব বন্ধ্ই  রো তোম  I  দকন্তু  তো  সশযযও রোতদবশরশত  
ক শেো ক শেো  যেেএর  যোেীরো  ভূ ব ত: ওশয়টিাংরুম  যভশব  আমোশির   যকোয়োটোসম এর  িরজোশত  যটোকো  
দিত  !   

 

যবো পুর  যে ে এর  পুশরো  েোম  েশ ো  " যবো পুর   োদিদেশকতে " I  এই  েোমটি  কদবগুরুর  যিওয়ো  কোরণ  
ত েকোর  দিশে   োদিদেশকতশে  যপ ঁিোবোর  এই  যে েটোই একমোে  ভরসো  দি   I  যস সময়  আজশকর  মত  
রোস্তোঘোট  এত  উন্নত  েো  েোকোয় েোেী  এবাং  বোশসর  প্রি ে  যব ী  দি  েো  -  তোই  যেেই  
 োদিদেশকতশে   যপ ঁিোবোর  একমোে  সেজ  উপোয় দি   I  েোওেো  যেশক  যবো পুশরর  িরুত্্ব  প্রোয়  এক   মোই   
আর   ত েকোর  দিশে  ইশ কদেক  বো  দডশজ   ইদিে  েো  েোকশত  কয় োর  ইদিে দঝক দঝক   শে  যেে  
দেশয়  ক কোতো  যেশক  যবো পুর  যপ ঁিশত  প্রোয়  পোঁি - সোশে পোঁি  ঘন্টো  সময়  য শে  যযত  I  এই  যেে এ 
যিশপই  রবীন্দ্রেোে  সবমিো   োদিদেশকতশে  আসশতে  এবাং  আশরো  মজোর কেো  এই যয , যি   দবশিশ র  সক   
দভআইদপরো  োদিদেশকতে  পদরি মশে  আসোর  একমোে  উপোয় দি  এই যেে  !  যসই  সুবোশি  আমোশির  
যবো পুর  বোশসর  সমশয় যব  দকিু  দভআইদপ  বযোদিশির সোশে  যি ো  েবোর  সুশযোে  েশয়দি   এই  যে ে 
িযশরর  মোধ্যশম !!  

 

যবো পুর  যর  যে ে যেশক  োদিদেশকতশের  িরুত্ব  দতে  দকশ োদমটোর  এবাং যসই  সমশয় যে ে িযশর ি ু- 
িোরটি টযোদি  েোকশ ও ,জেসোধ্োরশণর  একমোে  যোতোয়োশতর উপোয় দি  সোইশক   দরিো  I  যে ে এ প্রিুর 
পদরমোশে দরিো েোকোয় যোেীশির  োদিদেশকতেসে  দবদভন্ন  যোয়েোয় ি োিশ র যকোশেো  অসুদবধ্ো দি  েো I আজ  
অব য  দরিোর সাং যো কম েশয় তোর জোয়েোয়  অশটো, য য়োর টযোদি বো বোস এর  প্রি ে যবশেশি  I যসই সময় 
আদম ও আমোর  যবোে িজুশেই যেোক্রশম  যবো পুর  বশয়জ ও েোর্ল্সম েোই  সু্ক এ  পেতোম - যোর  সৃ্মদত  আমোশির 
মশের যকোেোয় এ শেো উঁদক মোশর  I   

 

 োদিদেশকতশে  েোেোে উৎসব পো ে করো েশয় েোশক - যযমে  বসি উৎসব, যপ ষশম ো এবাং আশরো েোেো যিোটবে 
অেুষ্ঠোে I  যসই সময় যোেী সমোেম  স্বোভোবতই  েশয় েোশক I  আমোশির পদরবোশরও তোই আত্মীয় - স্বজে ও বনু্ধ্ 
বোন্ধ্শবর  আসোর যকোশেো কমদত দি  েো যসই সব অেুষ্ঠশের সময় I  আমোশির  যকোয়োটোসম  যব  বে েোকোয় 
অদতদেশির  েোকোর যকোশেো অভোব েত েো , তোই যবদ রভোে পদরদিত য োশকরো আমোশির বোেীশত ঘোঁটি কশর 
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 োদিদেশকতশে যবেোশত যযশতে !   

 

ওই সময় বোবোর যব  দকিু যবো পুশরর েেযমোেয  বযোদিশির সোশে আ োপ ও হৃিযতো েোকোয় এই সব পদরবোশরর সোশে 
আমোশির ঘদেষ্ঠতো বোেশত েোশক I  এশির মশধ্য একজে দিশ ে ডোাঃ েশরকৃষ্ণ দসাংে  I  ইদে যবো পুশরর একজে প্রভোব ো ী  
দিদকৎসক েওয়োয় আমোশির পদরবোশরর দিদকৎসোর ভোর ওেোর উপশরই দিশ ো I  যসই কোরশেই েয়শতো আমোশির িইু 
পদরবোশরর স যতো  যবশে দেশয় এশক অশেযর বোেীশত প্রিুর যোতোয়োত ও  োওয়োিোওয়োও করো ে'ত  I   ডোাঃ দসাংশের  
দব ো   িোর মে ো বোেী - দকন্তু তোঁর পদরবোশরর য োকসাং যো দি  সীদমত , মোে িোর জে I  স্বোমী , স্ত্রী , এক পুে 
আর এক কেযো I  এ িোেো ওশির সোশে এক ভোশেও েোকত - যোর  কেো আমোর আজও মশে আশি I  মশে েোকোর 
কোরণ েশ ো যয যসই ভদ্রশ োক যব  মজোিোর দি  I ত ে তোর বয়স কতইবো েশব - মশেেয়  কুদে দক বোই  - 
যবো পুর কশ শজ  পেোশুেো কশর আর আমোশির সোশে যি ো েশ  েোেোে মজোর য  ো , েল্প , ধ্োঁধ্ো - এমে দক  মোশঝ 
মোশঝ "শজোক" এবাং "মযোদজক্" যিদ শয় আমোশির দকশ োর মশে িোে কোটশতো ! ত েকোর  দিশে তোর একটো পুরোশেো 
সু্কটোর ও  দিশ ো - যযটোশত আমোর ক শেো িেোর সুশযোে েশ  দেশজশক ধ্েয  মশে  েত  !!!!   

 

যোইশেোক ,আমোশির যবো পুর িোেোর যব  কশয়ক যুে পশর আমোর একবোর ও োশে যোবোর সুশযোে েশয়দিশ ো আর যসবোর 
যকোশেো দবশ ষ কোরশণ আদম একোই দেশয়দি োম - সোশে আমোর পদরবোশরর যকউ দি  েো I  আমোর এক ভেীপদত 
পেোবোর সুবোশি  োদিদেশকতশে েোকশতো - ও োশেই তোর  যকোয়োটোসম  েোকোয় যস স্ত্রী-কেযোসে  োদিদেশকতশের যি েোদির 
মশধ্যই বোস করশতো I  যস বির িেূমোপুশজো  যসশেম্বর মোশসর য শষর দিশক দি  এবাং পুশজোর িুটিশত  যসই  ভেীপদত 
সপদরবোশর ক কোতো এশস পুশজোর পশর দবজয়োর প্রেোম করোর জেয আমোশির বোেী এশসদি  I  আমরো ত ে িদিে 
 েরত ী যবেো োশত েোকতোম  I  অশেক েল্পগুজশবর পশর যবোে-ভেীপদত  দবিোয় যেবোর আশে আমোশির সক শক একবোর 
 োদিদেশকতশে ওশির কোশি ঘুশর আসোর অেুশরোধ্ জোেোশ  , আদম বদ  যয বযোপোরটো আমরো দেশ্চই দিিো কশর যি শবো I   

আশরো ওশির জোেোই যয যদি   আমরো যোওয়ো পোকো কদর তশব অশটোবর এর কো ী পূজোর পশরই যযশত েশব কোরণ এর 
কদিে পশরই েশভম্বশরর প্রেম দিশক আমোশক যব  দকিুদিে এর জশেয অদফশসর কোশজ "টুর" এ যযশত েশব  I  ওরো এই 
প্রস্তোশব সম্মত েশয়  আেন্দদিশয দেশজশির  বোেী  দফশর যোয়  I    

 

কো ী পূজোর দিেকশয়ক পর আমরো  োদিশেকোতশে যবোে-ভেীপদতর কোশি যোবোর দিে কশর ওশির কোশি আমোশির 
যপ ঁিোশেোর দিে জোদেশয় দি োম I এবোশরর  যবেোশেোটো  কম দিশের েবোর জশেয যব ী  জোমোকোপে  বো দজদেসপে সোশে 
যেবোর প্রশয়োজে দি  েো I দকন্তু রওেো েবোর আশের সন্ধ্যোয় েঠোৎই আমোর মোমো -মোমী (ওরো এ োেোবোশির প্রবোসী 
বোঙো ী ) কদিে আমোশির কোশি েোকোর জেয এশস পেশ ে I  ওশির আসোর  যকোশেো  আেোম   বর  দি  েো তোই 
বযোপোরটো এতই  অপ্রতযোদ ত দি  যয আমোশির  োদিদেশকতশে  েো যোবোর   বরটো  ওশির কোশি পোঠোবোর যকোে উপোয়  
দি  েো I  আমোর মোমো - মোমী  দিেকশয়ক  আমোশির কোশি েোকশব জোেোর পশর , সবোই  দমশ   োদিদেশকতশে  
যোবোর  যপ্রোগ্র্যোম বোধ্য  েশয়  বোদত  কশর আদম একোই িএুকদিে ওশির কোশি ঘুশর আসোর  প্লোে  কর োম  I  

পশররদিে সকোশ  বোেীর জশেয দকিু বোজোর ও িরকোরী অেযোেয দজদেসপে দকশে এবাং  োদিদেশকতশের জেয দকিু দমদি 
দেশয় বোেী দফশর িপুুশরর   োবোর য শয় সকশ র সম্মদত দেশয়  োদিদেশকতশে যোবোর জেয আদম একোই েোওেো  যে ে 
এর উশেশ য রওেো ে োম I  একো যোদি তোই মো পে এতই কম েশ ো যয একটো কোঁশধ্র যঝো োশত সব দকিু ভশর দেশত 
যকোশেো অসুদবধ্ো েশ ো েো I  েোওেো যপ ঁশি যেশের টিশকট যকশট যেোদরতী েোদেশত  উশঠ  যস ভোেযক্রশম জোে োর দিশকর 
একটো একোর সীট যপশয় দেদশ্চশি বশস পে োম আর দেধ্মোদরত সমশয়  যেে যিশেও দি  I  এ েশতো আর কয় োর ইদিে 
যেই তোই যিোশ  কয় ো পেোর সম্ভোবেো  েো  েোকশ ও তীব্র  েদতর জেয ধ্ূশ োবোদ  আসোটো দকন্তু য শেই েোকশ ো I  

যেে প্রেশম বযোশেশ  স্বল্প যেশম যসোজো বধ্মমোশে যপ ঁিোশত প্রোয় ঘন্টো যিশেক য শে যেশ ো I  এর মশধ্য আমোশির বদেশত 
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যব  দকিু যফদরওয়ো ো  (যোশির ি দত যকোেোয় "েকোর" ব ো েয়) এশ ো এবাং দবদভন্ন দজদেসপে  দবক্রীও কশর যেশ ো 
I  আদম একো যোদি তোই ওই সব যকোশেো দজদেশসর প্রদত আমোর আকষমণ েো েোকশ ও বোর দতশেক িো ও কদফ সোশে 
ঝো  িোেোিুর দকশে তো ে ধ্করণ কশর তৃষ্ণো দেবোরণ কর োম I যেশে একো ি োর একটো মযোেোদজে ও আমোর সঙ্গী েশ ো 
দকন্তু মেটো আেমেো েশয় েত পঞ্চোশ র মোঝোমোদঝ আমোশির সকশ র যকো কোতো যেশক যবো পুশর যোবোর দিেগুশ োর কেোই  
যব ী মশে েশত  োেশ ো  !     

 

বধ্মমোশে দকিুিণ িোঁেোবোর পশর  যেে আবোর ি শত সুরু কশর " োেো" যে ে এ এশস িোঁেোশ ো  I  যে েটো যিোট 
েশ ও এটো একটো "জাং ে " যে ে , কোরণ  এ োে  যেশকই  "সোশেবেি  ুপ"  োইে সুরু েয় I  আমোশির যেে এবোর 
যসই  ুপ  োইে এ ি শত সুরু করশ ো  I  ত ে দবশক  েশয় েোশি , সূযময যডোবোর মুশ  পশে  I  আদম এক যঠোঙ্গো  
"ঝো মুদে" আর সোশে এক কোপ ভোঁশের িো দেশয় আরোশম য শত য শত আবোর পুরশেো দিশের দিিোয় ম গু  েশয় পে োম 
I  আমোশির যেে যিোট যিোট ি-ুএকটো যে ে এ েো যেশম যব  দকিুিণ পশর "গুসকরো" যে ে এ এশস  িোঁেোশ   
আমোর পুরশেো দিশে "রোমিোর" সোশে (রোমিো আমোর বোবোর অদফস আেমো ী দি ) "গুসকরো" যবেোশত আসোর কেো 
মশে পেশ ো !   "গুসকরো"র  পশর বে যে ে েশ ো  "শবো পুর" তোই এই যে ে িোেোর পশর আমোর মে যব  
অশেকদিে বোশি পুরশেো জোয়েো "শবো পুর" যপ ঁিোশেোর দিিোয় এবাং  ু ীশত ভশর উঠশ ো  I  হুইশস  দিশত দিশত দকিুিণ 
পশর আমোশির যেে যবো পুর যে ে এ িোঁেোবোর পশর আদম কোমরো যেশক যেশম পে োম  I   

 

েোমোর পশর েঠোৎই যব  দকিুটো েকিদকশয় যে োম কোরণ আমোর মোেসপশট যবো পুর যে ে এর যয দিে দিশ ো যসটো 
আজশক আমূ  পদরবদতম ত  ! তোই দক করশবো ভোবশত  ভোবশত অজোশি যে ে এর "ওভোরব্রীশজ" উশঠ পেোর পশর মশে 
েশ ো "আশর এটোই যতো আমোশির বোেী যোবোর রোস্তো দি " !  ব্রীজটো  পোর েশতই আমোশির যসই  যকোয়োটোসমটো  েজশর 
এশ ো আর আদম যেশব দেশয় বোেীর িোরপো ট ঘুশর যি শত  োে োম I  কশয়কটো স্থোেীয় যিশ  আমোর মত এক অপদরদিত 
য োক যিশ  আদম দকিু  ুঁজদি দকেো জোেশত িোওয়োয় আমোর যমোেভঙ্গ েশ ো আর আদম মশের কেো মশে যিশপ যরশ  
ওশির "েো , দকিু েয়" বশ  আবোর ব্রীজ পোর েশয় অেয দিশক বোজোর ও  েশর যোবোর রোস্তোয় এ োম কোরণ এই দিশকই 
 োদিদেশকতে এ  যোবোর পে I  এর মশধ্য যব  দকিু সময় পোর েশয়  সন্ধ্যো প্রোয় আেত  I  যেে অশেক আশেই িশ  
েোশি , আর অেয যকোশেো যেে আসোর এ ে যকোশেো সম্ভোবেো যেই তোই অশটোগুশ ো যে ে  যিশে বোজোশরর দিশক যোেী 
পোবোর আ োয় মশেেয় িশ  যেশি  I  কশয়কটো দরিো যে ে এ েোকশ ও আদম ঠিক কর োম সময় বোঁিোবোর জেয দরিোশত 
দতে দকশ োদমটোর েো দেশয়  অশটোশতই যোশবো I  তোই অশটো ধ্রোর আ োয় ধ্ীর পোশয় যে ে যিশে  েশরর দিশক যোবোর 
উশেশ য পো বোেো োম  I   

 

অশটো পোবোর আ োয় এবাং বোজোশরর িপুোশ র বতম মোে যিেোরোশক আশের সশঙ্গ তু েো করশত করশত আদম এদেশয় ি  োম  
I  যবো পুর বীরভুম যজ োর যিোট মফাঃস   ের, তোই রোস্তোঘোট  যমোশটই িওেো েয়  I  যিশ  মশেেশ ো আশের মতই  সব  
দকিু  আশি তশব রোস্তো দপশির েশয়শি আর যিোকোেগুশ োর জ্বরোজীণমভোব দকিুটো কম েশয়শি  ! এইভোশব ি শত ি শত 
েটোৎই অেুভব কর োম যক যযে আমোর পোশ  এশস েোশয় েোত দি  I  আদম দকিুটো েকিদকশয় তোর দিশক দফরশতই যস 
 োি যিোশ  আমোশক ব শ ো " মেো য় এই  েশর েতুে েোদক"? আদম িোঁদেশয় মু   ঘুদরশয় যিদ , একটি বির 
পঁদিশ শকর যুবক আমোর পোশ  একটো পুরশেো সু্কটোর দেশয় িোঁদেশয় I  আদম দকিুটো  দবদস্মত  েশয় দকন্তু যসটো প্রকো  েো 
কশর তোশক ব  োম " েযোঁ-েতুেই ব শত পোশরে " I  যুবকটি  আিো বশ  , আমোর েিযবস্থ   জোেশত  িোওয়োশত আদম  
 োদিশেকোতশে যোবোর কেো তোশক জোদেশয় বদ  যয  "আদম একটি  অশটোর  য োঁজ  করদি I  যস বশ  " এ েশতো  
সন্ধ্যো েশয় আসশি আর যবো পুর যিোট  ের ,  তোই  অশটো পোওয়োশত আপেোর অসুদবধ্ো েশত  পোশর I আদম 
 োদিশেশকতোশের  দিশকই  যোশবো তোই আপেোর যদি  অসুদবধ্ো েো েয় তশব আপদে আমোর সোশে যযশত পোশরে I " আদম 
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দকিুটো অবোক েশ ও মশেমশে তোর প্রস্তোশব  সন্তুিই ে োম I  অব য আদম যসই ভোব যিশপ তোশক ব  োম  " েো েো  

 

আমোর জেয আপদে এত কি করশবে যকে ?  যিরী েশ ও আদম  অশটো দেশ্চই যপশয় যোশবো I "  আমোর এই কেো শুশে 
যিশ টি  ব শ ো  " আপেোর যব ী মো  যেই যি দি- আপদে যয োশে যোশবে যসই ঠিকোেোটো ব ুে I  আদম এ োেকোর 
য োকো  য োক, সব দকিু দিদে - তোই আপেোশক দেদেমি  জোয়েোয় যপ ঁশি  দিশত  আমোর যকোশেো অসুদবধ্ো েশব েো  I " 

আদম যকে যযে মন্ত্রমুগ্ঘর মত পশকট েোতশর আমোর ভেীপদতর  েোম ও ঠিকোেো  তোশক যি োশত যস ব শ ো  " জোয়েোটো 
আদম দিদে - যবদ  িরূ েয়  I  আপদে আমোর দপিশে বশস  পেুে I " আদম আর কো শিপ েো যকোশর তোর যসই সু্কটোর এর 
দপিশের সীশট বশস পে োম আর সু্কটোর ি শত সুরু করশ ো  I  

 

দকিুিশণর  মশধ্যই আমোশির  সু্কটোর  ভকতভোই  এর মদেেোরী যিোকোে ও মু োজীশির  কোপশের যিোকোে পোর েশয় 
যি রোস্তোর যমোশে  ো  বোতীশত  িোঁদেশয়  পেশ ো I  এ োে  যেশকই  বোঁ দিশকর  রোস্তোটো "শ্রীদেশকতশের" দিশক আর ডোে  
দিশকর রোস্তোটো যর  োইে এর ওভোর ব্রীজ পোর েশয় "ডোঙকো ীত োর" দিশক যোয় I  শ্রীদেশকতশের  রোস্তোর ওপশরই যবো পুর 
েো মস ও বশয়জ  সু্ক  দি  - শুে োম ওগুশ ো স্বস্থোশেই আশি  I  বোদতর রাং সবুজ েশ   সু্কটোর আবোর ি ো সুরু করশ ো I  

আমরো এবোর যসোজো রোস্তো  ধ্শর  োদিদেশকতশের দিশক আমোশির  েিবযস্থ এর দিশক ি শত সুরু কর োম I  ত ে  সন্ধ্যো 
েশয়  যেশি I  ি-ুপোশ র বোেীঘশর  আশ ো জ্বশ  উশঠশি এবাং যকোশেো যকোশেো  বোেী যেশক সন্ধ্যোর  োঁশ র আওয়োজ য োেো 
যোশি  I  

 

যি শত যি শত আমরো মোঝোমোদঝ এশস পে োম I বোঁদিশক ডোক-বোঙশ োর মোঠ , আর একটু  এদেশয় ডোেদিশক ত েকোর 
একমোে দসশেমো ে  "দবদিেো",শযটো এ শেো দবিযমোে Iদবদিেোর পোশ র দবযবোে পল্লীশত ডোাঃদসাংশের দব ো  বোেীর কেোও মশে 
পদেশয় দি  আর যসই কেো যভশব যব  দ েরণ অেূভূত েশত  োেশ ো I  তোর একটু পশরই যসোজো রোস্তোশত এক দবরোট  ে 
েশয়  সু্কটোর এ ধ্োক্কো  োেোর অেুভূদত েবোর পশরই সব যকমে যযে িুপিোপ েশয় যে  আর আমোর মোেো যেশকও তোর 
পরবতী ঘটেোর সবদকিু  দব পু্ত েশয় যে   ! 

 

এর পশর কতিণ দক ভোশব যকশট েোশি তো আদম জোদে েো  I  তশব য ে আমোর জ্ঞোে আসশ ো ত ে বুঝ োম আদম 
যকোেোও শুশয় আদি I  িোর পোশ র  সব দকিুই  অশিেো , অপদরদিত  I  তোই প্রেশমই  জোেশত িোই োম যয বতম মোশে আদম 
যকোেোয়  ?  আমোর কেো শুশে যবোে এদেশয় আশস আর সব অশিেো মুশ র মোশঝ ওর যিেো মু  যিশ  আদম  দকিুটো   
আশ্বস্ত  েই I  ত ে যবোে বশ  উঠশ ো " িোিো, তুদম আমোশির বোসোয়  োদিদেশকতশে " শুশে আদম যব  অবোক েশয় ওশক 
প্রশ্ন যকোর োম  "আদম যতোর এ োশে দক কশর এ োম " ? উযশর যবোে জোেোশ ো যয ঘন্টো  োশেক আশে  দবদিেো  দসশেমোর  
ধ্োশর কোশি  আমোশক পশে েোকশত যিশ  দসশেমো যফরত দকিু  য োক েঠোৎ আমোর কোশি এশস  িযোশ  যয আদম  অচিতেয 
অবস্থোয় রোস্তোর ধ্োশর পশে আদি I  ওরোই আমোর পশকট যেশক কোেশজ য  ো যবোে এর বোেীর ঠিকোেো জোেশত পোশর এবাং 
জেো কশয়ক য োক ধ্রোধ্দর  কশর আমোশক এক ভযোে-দরিোশত  িদেশয় যবোে এর  োদিদেশকতশের দেদেমি যকোয়োটোসমএ দেশয় 
আশস I  ঠোকুশরর  অশ ষ িয়োশত আমোর যকোশেো গুরুতর আঘোত বো রিিয়  েো  েওয়োশত ওরো আমোশক েোসপোতোশ  েো 
দেশয় দেশয় যসোজো যবোশের বোেীশত দেশয় আশস  I   

 

এর পর আদম দকিুটো স্বোভোদবক অেুভব করশত েোদক I  ধ্ীশর ধ্ীশর আমোর  যবো পুর যে ে এ েোমোর পশরর সব 
ঘটেোগুশ ো মশে পেশত েোশক I  আদম বসোর যিিো করোশত সবোই প্রশ্ন কশর বতম মোশে আদম যকমে অেুভব করদি - উযশর 
আদম ভোশ ো আদি ব োশত সক কোর মশে দকিুটো আ ো ও দেদশ্চিভোব  িয কদর I  এর পর সবোই দেশজর দেশজর বোেী  
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যফরত  যযশত উিযত েয় I  আমোর  রীর  ভীষণ  ক্লোি   োেোয় রোশে আর যবদ  যিরী েো কশর অল্প দকিু  োবোর পশর 
তোেোতোদে ঘুদমশয় পদে I   

 

পরদিে সকোশ  একটু যিদরশত ঘুম ভোঙ্গোর পশর যিদ  ভেীপদতর অশেক সকোশ ই বোজোর েশয় যেশি  I  যসদিে দি   দেবোর 
তোই ভেীপদতর পেোশেো  দি   েো I  আমরো সকশ  িোশয়র  কোপ আর  বশরর কোেজ দেশয় এবোর যটদবশ  দেশয় বদস  I   

 

িোশয়র সোশে েত কো শকর ঘটেোর কেোই যব ী  আশ োিেো  েশত েোশক I  আমোর ধ্ীশরধ্ীশর সব ঘটেোর কেো মশে পেশত 
েোশক I ঠিক যসই সময়  েতকো   যোরো আমোশক যপ ঁশি  দিশয় দেশয়দি  তোরো আমোর য োঁজ দেশত আশস  I  েতকো  
সন্ধ্যোর  ঘটেোটো  আদমশতো ব দি োমই তোই ওরোও দবস্তোদরতভোশব সব কেো শুশে বশ  যয আমোর সোশে যো যো ঘশটশি যসটো 
একিমই েতুে েয় I  এর আশেও েোদক এই ধ্রশের ঘটেো অেয কশয়কজশের সোশেও  েশয়শি - দবশ ষ  কশর যোরো 
যবো পুশরর  বোদসন্দো েয় তোশির সোশে I তশব অেোেযশির অবস্থো েোদক আমোর যেশক আশরো  োরোপ দি  এবাং ি ু-একজে  
প্রোণও  েোদরশয়শি এই ঘটেোর পশর  I   

 

ভেীপদত তোশির কোশি এই ঘটেোর  কোরণ  বো যকোশেো সুরোেোর বযোপোশর  জোেশত িোইশ  তোশির বিবয  শুশে  আমোর 
েোশয়র  য োম   োেো েশয় যোয় আর েোশয় কোঁটোও  দিশয় ওশঠ  I  ওশির  বিবয  এই ধ্রশের দি  :- 

 

" যবো পুশর  পঞ্চো  ি শকর সময় এক েোমকরো ডোিোর  েোকশতে - েোম দি   ডাঃ েশরকৃষ্ণ  দসাংে  I  উদে পশর  
যবো পুশরর  দবধ্োয়ক ও েশয়দিশ ে  (এই বযোপোরটো আমোর জোেো দি  েো ) I  তোঁর  এক ভোেশে ওেোর  কোশিই  
েোকশতো  I  ডাঃ দসাংশের  দব ো   বোেী  দবদিেো  দসশেমোর  পোশ   এক  অদভজোত  পল্লীশত  দি  আর এ শেো  যসই  
বোেীটো  েোদক  আশি - যয োশে   তোঁর  েোদতরো  বোতম মোশে  বোস  কশর  I  তোরো আশরো বশ  যয  য োক  মুশ  
শুশেশি যয   ডাঃ দসাংশের  ওই  ভোশে  বির  পদঁি   বয়শস  এক  সু্কটোর  িঘুমটেোয়  বোেীর কোশিই মোরো  যোয়  
এবাং তোর  অতৃপ্ত  আত্মো  এই  যবো পুর   েশর  এ শেো  ঘুশর যবেোশি !  সম্ভবশতো যসই  কোরশণই  ঠিক একই  
রকশমর  িঘুমটেো যব   দকিুদিে পশরপশর একই  যোয়েোয়  ঘশট িশ শি I দকন্তু  িঘুমটেো ঘটোর  পশর  আর যসই  
"অ দররী  বো  এমেদক  িঘুমটেোগ্র্স্থ  সু্কটোর এর  যকোশেো  দিন্েমোে  যস োশে পোওয়ো যোয়  েো , যো  েতকো শকর  
িঘুমটেোর  পশরও  পোওয়ো  যোয়  দে  !  সুধ্ু  মোে  আেত  বো  মৃত  বযোদিশকই  যসই  িঘুমটেোরস্থশ  পোওয়ো যোয় I  

আশরো  জোেো  যে  যয  যসই  ভোশের  িঘুমটেোজদেত মৃতুয  যমোটমুটি  একই  স্থোশে  এবাং  একই  সমশয়  েশয়দি  I "     

 

এই সব  বৃযোি  জোেোবোর   পশর  যসই  সব  য োশকরোশতো  দবিোয়  দেশয়  িশ  যে   আর  তোশির  সমশয়োদিত  
সোেোযয  যিবোর  জেয  সক শক  ধ্েযবোি  জোেোশত  আমরো  কুন্ঠোশবোধ্  কর োম  েো I  দকন্তু যসই ভোশে আর তোর 
মোমোর পদরবোরশক  আদম যয  আশে  যেশক  দিেতোম  যসটো কোউশক  ব োর সৎসোেস  যকে জোদেেো  ত ে আমোর েয় 
দে  ! 

 

যবোে-ভেীপদতর  কোশি  োদিদেশকতশে  আশরো িদুিে কোটিশয়  দকিুটো সুস্থ  েবোর পশর আদম যকো কোতোয়  দফশর আদস  I 

এ ে যেশক বির িশুয়ক আশে  আমরো  পদরবোশরর কশয়কজে  দমশ   আবোর   োদিদেশকতশে  যবেোশত দেশয়দি োম আর 
ত দে মশে প্রশ্ন আশস যয  এমে  অঘটে দক  এ োশে  আজও  ঘশট  ?  ?  ?   
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Swadesh...Yeh Jo Desh Hain Mera 

- Arindam Sarkar 

 

I am confident enough that India will not change after I complete writing this article. But 

still, my confused self coerces me to thumb on the keyboard to register it before leaning 

back to a countless stupor like most of my country brethren. After living in the States for six 

and a half years, I feel awkward about how things work in our country. Awkward to me...but 

"That's how it is" to my fellow citizens. And hence we have learnt to tune ourselves in ac-

cordance. 

 

Here are a few incidents that are considered as "taken for granted" in our society, but have 

not escaped by candid observation. 

 

Spitting...Whenever Wherever. I and my father visited a government office which had 

cabinets against the walls at regular intervals of one foot. The day we went there, everyone 

seemed to be busy moving stuff, as walls were to be re-painted. So they moved all the cabi-

nets out, only to find to our and their (possibly) surprise, that they had striped walls - one 

stripe of white, where the cabinet used to be, and one red stripe, where the wall was unpro-

tected from close range, medium range, and just random range spitters, looking to improve 

their aim. Spitting is an art form in India -- you should see some of the patterns on the 

walls. In one building, I saw a sign on the wall that said, "No spitting," and under it, some-

one had left some "spit art". It may seem like a disgusting habit, but probably not to the 

men/women who do it. They're beautifying India. I mean really, will anyone take us serious-

ly as a nation if we continue to chew like cows, and take aim at any nearest innocent target? 

 

Courtesy...This seems to me the most vulnerable intangible entity. By courtesy, I mean the 

simple, everyday courtesies of life. So here goes my experience. 

 

On my mom's request, I rang up Indane Gas Center to book a cooking gas cylinder. 

 

Me: Hello...Good Morning. 

Employee: Huh?! 

 

Probably stunned and thrown at my noble gesture. After all, who is this weirdo who’s wishing 

him good morning?! 

 

Me: Good morning. I was wondering if you could help me. 
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Employee hangs up in confusion, certain it is a crank caller or some type of sick pervert! My 

mom saw the fiasco from the kitchen, jumps in, grabs the phone from me and dials impa-

tiently. 

 

"Indane Gas? Consumer number…!" 

 

And the employee gives a sigh of relief - finally here is someone who speaks his kind of lan-

guage! 

 

See what I mean? These are just to mention a few. If we observe, we see plenty of such in-

stances in our day-to-day life. 

We also seem to lack common sense in most things we do - like digging ditches on the road-

side just during the monsoons. Or painting road dividers in the middle of rush hour traffic! 

 

And then there are those well known politicians who refuse to resign even after they’ve been 

arrested. True, they might have a point - what’s the big deal, after all, most of their minis-

ters have been, or will be in prison sooner or later, so why not just gather the whole lot 

there now and continue to run government.  

 

We are a democratic nation, with a constitution that says we have a government ‘by the 

people, for the people, and of the people’, and for some reason this has been interpreted to 

mean that all 1.5 billion of us get a shot at being the Prime Minister. That’s why we change 

governments every six months - to give everyone a chance, of course! 

 

Anyway, I suppose it’ll be very easy for most people to read about this, shake their heads 

and say, "We are like that only," before forgetting about the whole thing, and that, I sup-

pose, is the whole problem. We don’t have to be 'like that only', not if we don't want to. Oh 

well, let’s wait and see. Maybe another fifty years down the line… 

 

 

(This article was first published in my blog dated F R I D A Y ,  D E C E M B E R  0 4 ,  

2 0 0 9 )  
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     DARING THE DAVIL IN DAVIL’S ISLAND: 

  RE-LIVING PAPILLON’S DREAM 

      KAMAL MALAKER 

                                      (kamal_malaker@hotmail.com) 

On a gloomy Canadian wintry evening, after a full day’s of heel kicking from room to room, from floor to 

floor, from radiology to pathology, it is time to “slip slide” back home on an icy “skating road”. Lounging and 

“box-flipping” had never been my favorite pastime, but on this particular day I did exactly that.  

“What is the plan?” I asked Baljit, my wife. “A great one,” said she. “The ‘Great Escape’, it is. Just wait and 

see.” 

One can’t be more exhilarated in Canadian mid-winter, plotting to escape from “mind-wrenching” minus 30 

to “soul-snuggling” plus 30.  

But that was not to be. We were about to watch Papillon’s story of the great escape from the tyrannical 

French penal colony Devil’s Island, off the northern coast of French Guiana, about 30 miles north of the 

northern shore of South America. 

Having had read the book, which left a noxious taste and pernicious feeling, I was not keen to see the ob-

scenity in action. I am glad that I did and feel grateful to Baljit, who set it up for me  

“Papillon” is the real life story of a French convict, Henrie Charrier, who wrote his memoir of Devil’s Island, 

published in French in 1969. Charrier was known as Papillon because of the butterfly tattoo on his chest. 

He moved in high Parisian circles and was condemned to Devil’s Island for killing a pimp who kept the 

French aristocracy’s fantasy and debauchery well-nourished.         

In the 1973 film, Papillon’s character was played by Steve McQueen. He played it superbly. A strong deter-

mined, cunning man with the charm of the French la noblesse, physically a gift from Apollo. In my imagina-

tion, nothing was impossible for him. Steve McQueen portrayed Papillon better than I envisioned. Papillon 

was a “Can Do” man and he proved this with his life, escaping from the most dangerous prison in the world 

against unimaginable adversaries in the prison cells. Cannibal prison-mates, dehumanizing prison guards, 

foul-smelling insects, mosquitoes, man-eating ants, snake, eye-digging bats, flesh-picking agouties (Mega-

rats) and the Kourou sea around, densely infested with man-munching sharks. 
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Henrie Charrier’s (Steve McQueen) companion for the prison escape was Louis Dega, played by Dustin Hoff-

man. Louis Dega was a banker from Marseilles, imprisoned for embezzlement of a huge amount of public 

funds, which apparently he never did, yet being un-favored by French deputies, he was sentenced to Devil’s 

Island forever. Dustin Hoffman portrayed Louis Dega so well that I got more interested on Dega than Henrie 

the Papillon himself. Dega impressed me as quiet, gentle but stubborn, peaceful, compassionate, yet self-

deployed, unfated and focused. Dega was totally devoid of human emotions of grief, despondence and phys-

ical pain. 

 

While reading the book, I was more focused on Henry Charrier’s sadness and desperation than Louis Dega. 

But as the film progressed my attention focused more on Dega for his apparent pathetic helplessness yet 

overcoming despondency with intrinsic unwavering determination after each foiled attempt to escape, in spite 

of physical, mental and soul-wrenching punishment that came after each failure. I felt he was a completely 

impassive emotionless creature–a robot, programmed to escape, re-escape and escape again and again, 

come what may.  

 

A Yogi!  What a thought! An embezzler Yogi. I can’t imagine another soul who may be more of a dichoto-

mous, shrewd and pervasive plotter. 

 

That was the time that gave me this uncontrolled urge to re-live the life of all Papillons, especially that of Lou-

is Dega of Marseilles. Putting myself in his shoes will not be easy but is one way of feeling his and their feel-

ing. I need to go to Devil’s Island; I must be there. I had no idea where it is and how to get there. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Opportunity came in August 2013 to visit French Guiana.  

Who goes to French Guiana? Only Canadian gold suckers and French convicts. The more I read about the 

place, the more I see of psychopathic, hideous, Machiavellian deception of humanity in the French penal sys-

tem at that point in time. 

 

French Guiana is along the northern shore of South America, one of 5 Guianas. The Portuguese Guiana, is 

now Amapa, a state of northern Brazil, bordering French Guiana. French Guiana is an overseas prefecture of 

France. To its west is Dutch Guiana or modern Surinam, an independent country. Farther west is the previ-

ous British Guiana. West of British Guiana is Spanish Guiana, now a province of Venezuela. 
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French started to colonize French Guiana in 1763. It was a disastrous failure. The first 12000 settlers, al-

most all except a couple of thousand, died due to tropical diseases and unbearable climatic conditions. At 

present French Guiana has just less than half a million people, with a population density of 3 per square 

kilometer. Per capita income is 19,828 USD with GDP 4.9 billion USD, so it stands as the 27
th
 richest 

country in the world. Yet most of the land is covered by deep Amazonian forest, unique flora and fauna, 

and wide, massive, navigable rivers, all tributaries of the great Amazon. These great waterways are full of 

ferocious man-eating river dwellers. Resident anacondas can gulp adult men with ease without a single 

belch. 

 

Very few planes, from fewer countries, land in Cayenne, the capital of French Guiana, bringing a trickle of 

tourists, gold suckers, shrimp-fishers, and sugar-refiners to the country. It is in the estuary of Cayenne Riv-

er.    

 

Generally the French built their colonial capitals with as much majestic affection as they have for Paris--

cities like Dakar, Abidjan, Saigon, and even the Vientiane capital of Laos. There is a grandeur of Parisian 

amore; graced with Champs de Elise, magnificent Etoile, soothing Jardin des Tuileries and some cities 

even fitted with Place de la Concorde.  This type of cultural transplantation did not exist in British colonial 

capitals, except perhaps Calcutta. 

 

Cayenne was a disappointment. It was a French colonial penal capital indeed. Rochambeau airport looked 

as if it did not belong to Cayenne, nor did Cayenne deserve it--an oasis of civilization, a touch of modernity 

with the freshness of a tulip. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                

On 13
th
 of August we touched down at Rochambeau airport having had boarded on a Bombardier 100 with 

9 colleagues from various parts of France and French West Indies, all heading for the same convention to 

be held in Cayenne. It was a two hour flight from Fort de France, capital of the island of Martinique, anoth-

er French overseas department. 

 

At the city center American Best Western is the best Cayenne could provide. Comfortable but lacking 

American discipline by contrast, each and every staff were impeccably dressed and superbly gentle and 

polite. To my delight I did not see any staff or guest sporting jeans or a T shirt. A European sense of fi-

nesse and passion for attire excelled in Cayenne Best Western. 
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God bless Cayenne for upholding their sense of decency. 

 

Cayenne, a city of 110,000 souls, has straight but narrow roads. Charles de Gaulle Boulevard is one of the 

main thoroughfares of the city, a two-lane street with hardly any sidewalks or roadside allowance for parking. 

Many big-name American and European branded shops decorate Boul CDG, catering to the taste of Cay-

ennese aristocracies. 

 Other non-branded shops, supposed to be run by Guianese showcased Cayenne’s popular culture, art, 

paintings, and sculptures, used to be owned, run and created by survivors of the Guianese cultural evolution. 

But not anymore; instead the Guianese, being proud promoting merchants, working from the inner side of 

merchant’s desk, have been bought off and the cultural heritage of the nation is the hands of small Chinese 

merchants.  In their shops the last Cayenne and that of Guianese cultural expression is not created by the 

natives, but copied in massive scale somewhere in China and sold at a fraction of the price the locals can 

manage to produce their handicrafts, their bread-line from their villages.       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

      

If this is not an economic mercenary on a massive and international scale, then what is?   

This is the sad and desperate story not only of Cayenne in French Guiana, but throughout the West Indies, 

Africa and Latin America. Instead of locals vending their cultural heritage from the shops, now they are with 

begging bowls in front of the same shop they used to own. 

 

The convention’s organizers did leave time for real touristic indulgence. One of them was a trip to the Euro-

pean Space agency’s space research and rocket launching center (ESA). This was a gift from De Gaulle to 

the citizens of French Guiana to boost region’s economy. ESA is the largest employer of the country.  

 

This is the place from where on 1
st
 February 2003, the space shuttle Columbia took off into the deep space 

with Kalpana Chawla, the first Indian female astronaut, never to return again. Her memory, along with six 

other companions, is vividly pictured and reminded to all visitors to the Agency, of their courage, bravery and 

sacrifice for the sake of science and humanity 

 

It is time to sail for Devil’s Island to realize my passion for understanding the “Great Escape”, especially that 

of Papillon and his mate Louis Vega. One can take helicopters to go to Devil’s Island from Cayenne City, but 

in that case my mission would have remained unfulfilled. The helicopter would have denied me a taste of the 

voyage made by Papillon and Vega from the French port of Toulon. 
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On a very thundery, showery, gloomy day, we took a ferry from Kouru Warf with 9 other challengers, mostly 

from France, to experience Devil’s Island. This is still a very dangerous and risky venture. The sea is full of 

flesh-devouring sharks. The sea was rough, the wind was high, and the sky was dark with frequent heavy 

showers. We were tossing and tumbling on the ferry. My co-adventurers started to sing, in between scream-

ing and shouting, singing Edith Piaf’s “None, je ne regretted rien” -- ‘No I regret nothing’. That was first sung 

in a Paris cabaret in 1959. I was with my uncle and aunt in Paris’ famous cabaret LIDO, where I first heard 

Piaf singing her famous song in 1965, dancing away on the keys of a huge typewriter on the stage. I never 

forgot the song nor the singer nor the typewriter. I was completely dumbfounded hearing the tune so far 

away, so many years, past zillions of heartbeats, still beating, beating away with the emotion as it did more 

than half a century ago. For a minute, I completely forgot my mission. What an appropriate tune for the mo-

ment when we all were about to be thrown overboard due to the cruel weather. What would Papillon and 

Dega say at that moment? “Do not worry, my friends, we have been there; you will live, even stronger: Vive 

la France, vive la isle du diable. 

 

Later I picked up conversation with the group. One of them was an Emergency Physician from Bordeaux and 

a lady intensive care nurse from the same hospital. They are spending part of mandatory national military 

service in a Cayenne hospital. What an interesting bunch. 

 

There are 3 islands in the Devil’s Island Group. Now they are known as “Iles du Salut”, meaning islands of 

salvation. They are Devil’s Island (Isle du diable), Island of Royal (Ile du Royale) and St Joseph’s island (Ile 

du Saint-Joseph). Devil’s Island is currently out of bounds for visitors. It is the Royal Island where the peni-

tentiary’s main administration was, main prisons and torture centers, special isolation cells, Officer’s quarters, 

the church and the Famous Leprosy hospital. The Penal Colony was started in 1852 and was in action till 

1947. St Joseph had the most rotten and desolate isolation cells. Prisoners at St Joseph’s not infrequently 

begged to be returned to anywhere but STJ. All the high ranking officers, including the Governor, were serv-

ing their time one way or other. They were all prisoners of isolation, loneliness, desperation, whether within 

the cells or in Palace Royale. 

 

The ferry jettied at the Royal. The narrow path, dense equatorial tree-lined, swampy, slippery road, smell of 

Begonvillia, and slightly bent palms were reminiscent of Kuoni culture. It is still drizzling with an occasional 

gust of wild wind. I looked back. All my ferry companions have disappeared. What a chilling feeling--alone in 

Devil’s island. Not dreaming. It is true that I am on Devil’s Island; I forgot to pinch myself. The wet mud-brick 

and stone cobbled road built by convicts winds slowly above towards the governor’s office. The Governor’s 

palace still is the center of administration for the three islands. They do not administer the convicts but trade 

on tourists and their fantasies. 

 

Farther down the road the main administration building has been converted to a hotel, a museum and a sou-

venir shop. I walked outside the center, on a narrow lane; to my surprise, it was graced by live peacocks, tur-

keys, dwarf horses, mules, hens and cocks--an effort to humanize the islands, yet deter toxic modernization. 

A few steps forward were the artisans’ quarters. They kept the prison life bearable for those who served and 

kept the prison going.  

 

I walked farther forward on both sides of the lane; there were rows and rows of prison cells, which were tor-

ture chambers for 80,000 prisoners during the prison’s existence. The majority died due to gruesome prison 
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life, hungry, sick, tortured, slaved-in to work. They built roads, did back breaking laboring, cleared forests, 

fetched and boiled water for drinking and cleaning. All was done at the mercy of the elements of nature--

ferocious, they are: burning heat of equatorial sun, storms and heavy rain, aside from the companion animals 

and insects of the land. Only 2000 out of 80,000 prisoners survived. They were the “toughies” and “lucky” 

ones. The prison life scarred every one, physically and mentally, forever. Those few who escaped had diffi-

culty in adjusting to civil life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Most of the jail buildings are decaying. A peep into the interior of some cells gives away the “hell on earth”: a 

12 by 12 by 8 feet cube cell, with nothing but few wooden planks, rough moss- trodden walls, heavy repug-

nant odor of dampness, mossy marks of water seepage. The horror of the camp is mellowed nowadays by 

overgrown trees, shrubs, fallen trees, branches and deciduous leaves. 

 

Some of the cells for harsh punishment had no roof. The prisoners were left to the mercy of the elements; 

rain or shine, morning and night 24 hours a day, soaked in a pool of mud, sharing the pool with creatures of 

the land, half floating or drowned dead in rain that poured through the open roof. Frequently prisoners need-

ed to be fished out, if dead, and thrown in the sea for the pleasure of kuomi sharks; if living, they were beaten 

to face another trial. 

In fact on certain days of the week, all dead bodies were thrown in the sea after a ritual bell ringing at exactly 

the same time to invite and attract kuomi sharks for a grand feast. As the bell rang hundreds of Shark fins 

were seen rushing to the shore, fighting to grab the front seat to get the first bite of “Number 99”; young or 

old, male or female, they are all worth fighting for. There were few female prisoners in Devil’s Island. Their 

horrific life story needs another book of memories.  

 

The isolation cells had only one hole, big enough for the food plate to go in and out. Absolute darkness 

numbs the mind, wrecks all emotion and senses--they go completely berserk and insane, to be beaten and 

repeatedly tortured for being accused of misbehaving. 

 

Both Papillon and Dega attempted to escape numerous times. After each attempted failure, cruelty and geni-

us of torture, both in time and harshness hardened--only super-humans can endure and sub-humans can 

inflict to another fellow human being. 
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As part of their contribution for betterment of life in the prison, prisoners are supposed to finish the 40 mile 

Route Zero. Even after 40 years of hard labor it never passed 25 miles, being dug, widened and diverted and 

rebuilt again and again. “Route Zero” still exists. 

 

Now it connects the business center to the port side. As I walked on the road, I peeped through the roof of 

one of the cells and the breathing hole of another. I got goosebumps, chill up my spine, a choking feeling at 

the grotesque scene. Maybe Degas’s ghost was hovering in one of them.  

 

Standing on the top of Route Zero, one can see boats anchored at the Jetty Royale, the “berthing” place of 

all boats and ferries. A very old boat stood out; it looked like a wartime fighter ship. Apparently in one of 

these in October 1931 Papillon was ferried to Devil’s Island, where he spent 14 years. In 1945 he finally es-

caped on a tiny barge made of dried coconut shells. Louis Vega came in following year, 1932, and was there 

till 1947, when he became a free prisoner in Devil’s Island, not allowed to leave. He built his own cottage, 

from which he stared day and night over the Atlantic Ocean, dreaming of France, whose shores are just 

across. Thinking and plotting, speaking to himself, still speaking of floating back to France, where his brother 

lived, with all of Dega’s life’s savings, as a rich man. 

 

For the prisoners the inward voyage to Devil’s Island was in the cramped bottom of the hull of the boat full of 

other prisoners, who attacked, maimed and killed each other. I could not see how both of them weathered 

the 19-day journey. The same boat that carried African slaves from Dakar, from Conakry in West Africa to the 

West Indies, now carried essentially white criminals, replacements for the dead and the black slaves. The 

French masters had no choice but to create Devil’s Island.  

 

There was a feeling of relief as they landed and were herded to the vast parade ground in red and white 

striped prison uniforms, shackled feet tied to each other like wild horses. As they assembled, they were 

stripped naked except for the head and the feet. They paraded hard in burning sun and the humid air, hours 

without a single drop of water, then they were lined up in the vast parade ground. Ferocious threatening mes-

sages poured upon them for hours. The last, but not the least of them was from the Governor: “I know some 

of you will try to escape,” he continued, “but do not forget, we have two guardians: the jungle and the sea. If 

you do not get eaten by the sharks or your bones, picked clean by ants, you will soon beg to return. Then you 

will be severely punished; you will get locked up in solitary. First attempt you will get 2 years, 2
nd

 attempt you 

will get five years and extreme physical experience…”  

 

Still daring to walk on the Route 0, memories of the cells, the torture chambers, the sanitation bath, the pa-

rade ground, and the invincible forest with its, killer ants, eye-digging bats, flesh crunching agouties, gentle, 

friendly iguana-like lizards, hungry sharks in the sea, scheming anacondas and boas around (after all, they 

are snakes anyway), screeching screams of the prisoners, harsh sounds of beating by officers all jumbled up 

in my mind. I was confused and lost my sense of space, direction and time while I was sleep-walking in the 

red and white striped prisoner’s uniforms of Papillon and Dega.  

 

Impossible to think straight or think rationally--eventually I walked off Route 0 and got lost. It was getting late 

in the afternoon; on the ground evening had already set in.  
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I did not know what to do, lost in the thick of the jungle of Devil’s Island in search of Papillon and Dega. Sud-

denly I heard people shouting, laughing, and screaming. I ran toward the noise. Sometimes the noise of the 

insects of the forest, mixed with people’s voices, confused me more. Still, after 20 minutes of running in the 

forest I found a bunch of young people loitering. There they were, my lost shipmates. I walked with them to 

the hotel, while trying to tell them of my personal nightmare on Devil’s Island. It was 4 pm. 

 

In the gift shop, an elderly respectable-looking lady asked me, where I came from. Proudly I said, “I am from 

Calcutta, India.”  

 

“Oh! Kalkutta,” she said. The French boys had already spoken to her about my short but harrowing experi-

ence in the forest. The lady said, “Zank hou for visiting our Country, coming from so far.”  

 

She gave me a document and asked me to write my name on the dotted line. That I did. Then she ceremoni-

ously handed over the paper to me and said, “You are a welcome visitor of my country; we will be very happy 

to make you a citizen. You will be glad to hear that the nation of Devil’s Island will be competing in the sum-

mer Olympics in the year 3004.” She was the Mayor of Devil’s Island. 

 

That document of my visit to Devil’s Island is still well-preserved in my Winnipeg home, waiting for the year 

3004. 

 

Yes! You heard it right. It is the year 3004.  

 

Maybe I will meet Papillon and Dega, this time without their red and white striped prison uniform for sure, but 

in track suits. After all, they had a long and successful practice. 
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Santa and the Video Game Problem 

 

        By: Austin Roy Chowdhury 

 

  One day Santa was in an arcade playing video games instead of making toys for the kids. He was playing 

on the Wii at the arcade.  

  The next day when the arcade opened he went in and he turned on the Wii. He saw the date, it was Dec 

23. 

  He said, “Isn’t it Christmas Eve tomorrow?’’  

Somebody heard him say that and he went to Santa and said, “Yes, it is Christmas Eve and are you Santa 

Claus?’’ 

 “Yes I am Santa Claus.” 

 Then he ran to the North Pole and ran to his workshop. When he got there the elves didn’t let him in be-

cause he got the password wrong. He guessed, “Rudolph, Prancer, Dancer and Cupid” but he didn’t get 

any correct. Then he tried and he tried but he still didn’t get any correct.   

 Then he went to the arcade but they didn’t have any weapons. So he went to the store beside it. It had lots 

of explosives. So he bought a bomb to break the door open. He went back to the North Pole to his work-

shop and threw the bomb at the door. It exploded the door.  

He went in and started working to make the toys.                  

Then it was Christmas Eve and everybody was asleep except for the naughty kids. He put all the toys in 

the sleigh and got the reindeer ready and made Rudolph’s nose shine. He flew off and dropped all the toys 

in the chimney. 

The next day it was Christmas Day and the good kids got their toys.  

At Santa’s workshop Santa went to the security room and said, “You’re Fired” to the elves in that apart-

ment.          

 

-The End- 
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    পরম পাওয়া 

 - মৃি ু যিব 

য ষ দবশকশ র যরোশি বশস  ীশতর আশমজ অেুভব করোর মশতো 

যতোমোর েরম যিোঁয়ো , সবুজ েোিটির যকোম  স্পশ মর মত আেন্দঘে । 

তুদম যেই, তবু তুদম আি; স্পশ মর যিোঁয়ো যেই, আশি অেুভশবর পরম মুেূতম  ; 

সবুশজর েোদ িোয় যযে িোয়োর কোদরেদর, ি ুশি েোি আর তোর স্প মেীে আদ ঙ্গশে আবদ্ধ সবুজ ঘোস। 

অস্তেোমী অরুশের িোয়ো- িীঘম েশত িীঘমতর ; ঠিক যযে য ষ যপ ঢ় বযদির অদভজ্ঞতোর মত, 

জীবে সোয়োশের সদন্ধ্িশে িোঁেোশেো দবমূরতোয় দবেব  েূতে প্রজশের জীবেযোেোয়। 

অদভজ্ঞতোয় পূণম জীবশের য ষ িোয়ো িীঘমতম েশয় িদেশয় েশব দব ীে ; 

অেদভজ্ঞ েূতশের কোশি পদরপূণমতোর পরোজশয় ।। য ষ আপে অদস্তয যোশব েোদরশয় দিরতশর। 

যসই য ষ দবশকশ র সবুজ েোিটির পোতো যযমে  ীশতর য শষ েশব ে ুি- 

দঝর দঝশর েো কো েোওয়োয় িশু  ঝদরশয় পরশব, সবুশজ েয়, রুি ঘোশসর বুশক। 

যকোম তোর েরম পর  েয়, বোদেশয় যোওয়োর আশিপ,  ীশতর শুস্ক সোদন্নশধ্য। 

েোদরশয় যোশব যতমদে উযো  যয বে, অদভজ্ঞতোর পরম আশ োশক আশ োদকত রঙ্গীে মুেূতম ঘে এ জীবে। 

ঝরো ে ুি পোতোটির মত অদভজ্ঞ জীবে জ্ব শব অেদভশপ্রত যকোে িুশ োয় 

শুকশেো ঝরো পোতোটি , েোশয় আগুশের য দ েোে দ  োয়।। 
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                                পতুি 

         - দবভূদত মে  

দ শ  যফশ ো এক পুদে আবোর 

পুরোতে দেশয় যকে ঘোটোঘোটি এশতো 

েতুে যুশের পুরোে যুশের 

দিিো দম শি েোশতো ৷ 

েতুে মোেুষ মোেশত ওসব িোয় েো 

মোেুষ যো িোয় ও োশে যসসব পোয় েো 

যুদিদবেীে দবশ্বোশস তোরো ক্লোি ৷ 

েতুে যুশের মোেুষ মুদি িোয় 

ি শে ব শে কশমম ও ভোবেোয় ৷ 

সমশয়র ধ্োরো ক েও য ে েোশম েো 

েতুে পুদেশত য ষ দেশিমষ রশব েো 

েতুশের ফুশ  মো ো যেশে যোব 

যমোরো অসীশমর পোন্থ ৷ 
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BICHITRA Group Photo 
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BICHITRA MEMBER DIRECTORY 2014 

Sr. No Surname First Name Spouse Children Address Postal Code Phone 

1 Adhikari Prasant     63 Baldry Bay R3T 3C5 269-1468 

2 Alam Ashraful Jesmen Tanvwer 77 Langley Bay R3T 6C8 269-5544 

3 Bal Makhan Krishna 
Shivani, Shibashis, 

Shomit 

145 Edward Ave. 

East 
R2C 0V9 222-3993 

4 Banerjee Rajib Sonchita   1520 Pembina Hwy R3T 2E3 990-6627 

5 Banerji Ashish Debjani Kunal, Otto 6 Elk Place R7B 3B7 571-0859 

6 Banerji Santanu Versha 
Naina, Akash, 

Rani 
 203 Grenbell Blvd R3P 0B8   

7 Bankar Gaurav Rukmini   77 University Cres. R3T 3N8 504-0233 

8 Basu Saibal Sujata Sachin, Snehel 56 Raphael Street R3T 2R4 275-5606 

9 Bhatta Shapath Mousumi Prothoma 1067 Parker Avenue R3T 0T3 772-6812 

10 Bhattacharya Samir K.     27 Bigstone Place R3Y 0G1 417-1920 

11 Biswas Late Shibdas Sumita Papiya, Mauha 
605 - 1710 Portage 

Ave. 
R3J 0E2 257-7952 

12 Banik Sakti Prashad Ratna 

Anindita, 

Hrishikesh, 
11 – 1523 Chancel-

lor Dr 
R3T 4G1 809-6274 

Shatabdi 

13 Banik Rajib Trisha   
118-2331 Pembina 

Hwy 
R3T 2H4 963-5035 

14 Banik Surjya Mitali Anannya, Upoma 1344 Lee Blvd R3T 6E2 221-9692 

15 Chaudhuri Abhijit Sadhana   
103 - 2080 Pembina 

Highway 
R3T 2G9 417-0373 

16 Choudhuri Biswajit Cauvery Chitrangada 
209 - 2080 Pembina 

Hwy Highway 
R3T 2G9 416-4566 

17 Choudhuri Atunu Debjani Soumya, Trisha 
403 - 400 Tache 

Avenue 
R2H 3C3 891-6245 

18 Chowdhury Biswajit     
318 - 765 Notredam 

Ave 
R3E 0M2 960-1982 

19 Das Radha M. Subha Ratna 67 McGill Place R3T 2Y6 269-7249 

20 Das 
Swadesh 

Chandra 
Nilima Rani Pinki, Susmith 

5 -145 Mayfair 

Avenue 
R3L 0A1 417-9962 

21 Das Dip Kumar Srabani Subarna 34 Humber Road R2J 1L6 298-4005 

22 Das Bibhu Sati Borno 
1641-360 Cumber-

land 
R2J 2X6 944-1001 

23 Deb Apurba Lipi Mrittika, Moinak 31 Colwick Cove R3T 5L4 417-1798 
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24 Deb Mridul Jolly 
Anamika, 

Shaon 
106 Laval Drive R3T 2X7 599-0740 

25 Dey Asit Prachi Ryma, Raul 2 Brookstone Place R3Y 0C4 219-8969 

26 Dey 
Bishnu Ran-

jan 
Bipasha 

Ipshita, 

Ishani 
161 Blue Water Crescent R2J 2X6 951-7675 

27 
Dhar-

chowdhury 
Dr. Parnali Debjit   925 - 1750 Pembina Hwy  R3T 4J5 290-4723 

Sr. No Surname First Name Spouse Children Address Postal Code Phone 

28 Dhar Debasish Shanta 
Anubav, 

Anushka 
118 Amersham Cres R2N 3H2 421-4455 

29 Dutta Shovan Elora Spreeha 173 Bretlawn Boulevard   415-1696 

30 Fonseca Rory     78 Thatcher Drive R3T 2L5 269-4937 

31 Ghosh Late Chitta Archana 
Niel, Rita, 

Sudeshna 
631 Grierson Ave R3T 2S3 261-3557 

32 Ghosh Prabal Swati Celina 1151 Fairfield Ave R3T 2R3 269-3075 

33 Ghosh Subhankar Triparna   194 St. Micheal Rd R3M 2K9 296-0396 

34 Guha Tuhin Munmun   35-59 University Cresent R3T 2N5 509-1171 

35 Ganguli Pallab Rina Riya, Risi 103 Marine Drive R2N 0E1 504-4021 

36 Malakar Kamal Baljit K. Sarmila 1614 Chancellor Drive R3T 4B9 261-7010 

37 Mallick Kiron Laksmi 
Tulip, Late  

Andrew 
16-1 Waterfront Rd R3X 1V1 221-6631 

38 Mandal Bibhuti     A8 - 281 River Avenue R3LOB7 783-2292 

39 Mandal Saumen Shampa 
Arnab, Sour-

ab 
404 Kirkbridge Drive R3T 5R4 261-8645 

40 Majumdar Pijush Arpita Ayush 23 Lake Bend Road R3Y 0M6 261-8917 

41 Mitra Prabir Kalpana 
Bobby, Deb-

bie 
62 Bethune Way R2M 5J3 256-0081 

42 Mukerji Ayan Shruti Ayshani 123 St. Michael Road R2M 2L1 999-3382 

43 Mukherjee Shalini Shankar  Uma 3-55 University Cres R3T 2N5 952-9869 

44 Mukherjee Kajal Krishna Gopal 1201-253 Edgeland Blvd R3T 5T1 487-1820 

45 Mukherjee Debasish Tanushree Gaurabh 654 Park Ave, R0E 0C0 268-1593 

46 Das Munna Subroto Manjusree   25 Paddington Road R2N 1K2 963-7164 

47 Nath Upul Lipika   31 Twickenhan Circle   504-2455 

48 
Pal Chow-

dhury 
Kiriti Srabani Teena 3 Celtic Bay R3T 2W8 261-9527 

49 Pandey Anita Ajay 
Ayusha, 

Anish 
7 Marvan Cove R2N 0C7 453-2282 

50 Param Siddharaj Shibani Bal    23 Dawnville Dr  R3W 1C6   

51 Podder Nobarub Bappy   1910-360 Cumberland R3B 1T4 881-8485 

52 Ray Deep Soumajita Aksheet 54-3420 Vialoux Drive R3R 0A4 430-3790 

53 Roy Gaurisankar Ratna Neilloy, Ra- 35 East Lake Drve R3T 4T5 261-0672 
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Sr. No Surname First Name Spouse Children Address Postal Code Phone 

54 Roy Late Ashim Jaya   710-965 Inverhouse Dr. ON L5J 4B4 855-5063 

55 Roy Pranab Manju Rupa, Ron- 59 St. Michael Road R2M 2K7 257-6601 

56 Roy Pradip Labone Ayush 35 Draho Crescent R2N 4H1 951-5617 

57 Roy 
Priyo 

Debnath 
          

58 Roy Dimple Nigel   61 Inkster Blvd R2W 0J3 282-1750 

59 Roy Kajal Rupa   1108-316 Cumberland R2B 2K5 881-4572 

60 

Roy 

Chow-

dhury 

Subir Karabi (Rimi) 
Austin, Aar-

ya 
752 Ashworth St. South R2N 4C3 221-6951 

61 Saha Bhaskar Mimi Aninda 14 Kennington Bay R2N 2L4 284-0834 

62 Saha Ranjan Sayani   3 Brixton Bay R2N 2R1 480-9891 

63 Sarkar Suman Ratri   3 Brixton Bay R2N 2R1 772-3342 

64 Sarkar Ashok Tuntun 
Rahul, 

Rinku 
6-460 Lindenwoods Dr. W. R3P 0Y1 488-6643 

65 Sarkar Joykrishna Debjani Joshita. 233 Southglen Blvd R2N 3K3 951-6234 

66 Sarkar Arindam Urbi   601-61 Edmonton St R3C 1P9 952-1604 

67 Satpathy 
Purna Chan-

dra 

Alpana Ver-

ma 
Swayam 63 Wiltshire Bay R2J 2I6 509-0235 

68 
Selvana-

than 
Nandita Murugan 

Ashish, 

Anurag 
289 Bowman Ave. R2K 1P1 942-3261 

69 Sengupta Atanu Sanjukta Kunal 704-1660 Pembina Hwy R3T 2G2 480-7382 

70 Shome Subhrakam Jaba Devarshi, 10 Celtic Bay R3T 2W9 261-6348 

71 Sinha Late Ranen Luella Mala, Jay 582 Queenston Street R3N 0X3 489-8635 

72 Sinha Sachidanand Meera Sunil, Samir 116 Victoria Cres. R2M 1X4 253-9921 
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Executive Committee 2015-2016 

President ....................................................................................  Bhaskar Saha 

Ex-President…………………………………………………………Sumita Biswas 

Vice-President ............................................................................  Ajay Pandey 

General Secretary ......................................................................  Karabi Roy Chow-

dhury 

Treasurer ....................................................................................  Mousumi Bhatta 

Cultural Secretary ......................................................................  Asit Dey 

Publication Secretary .................................................................  Ranjan Kumar Sa-

ha 

Food Secretary ...........................................................................  Dip Das 

Member - At - Large ...................................................................  Surjya Banik 

Member - At - Large ...................................................................  Triparna Lahiri 

Vote of Thanks 

Our Sincere Thanks To: 

1. The Hindu Society of Manitoba for providing the temple facilities for Durga 

Puja. 

2. Mr. Venkata Machiraju for Performing Durga Puja. 

3. Sayani Roy, and Bhaskar Saha for their enormous help to prepare Ago-

moni 2014. 

4. All those who contributed their literally work and artwork to this year’s 
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Durga Puja Committee 2015 

Chairperson:   Purna Chandra Satpathy. 

Vice-Chairperson:   Prachi Dey. 

Priest:   Venkata Machiraju. 

Puja Arrangements: Manju Roy, Anita Pandey, Mimi Saha, Sayani Roy, and Karabi Roy  

               Chowdhury. 

Cultural and Entertainment: Krishna Bal. 

Puja Bhog : Shruti Mukherji, Rina Ganguli, Srabani Das, and Karabi Roy Chow-

dhury. 

Puja Collections : Purna Sapathy, Ajay Pandey, Bhaskar Saha, Mousumi  Bhatta and   Su-

mita Biswas. 

Decorations: Ayan Mukherji, Ranjan Saha, Tuhin Guha, Apurba Deb, Surjya Banik, 

Rajib Banik, Shapath Bhatta, Abhijit Chaudhuri, Biswajit Chowdhuri, 

Probal Ghosh, Joy Khrishna Sarkar, Bhaskar Saha, and Asit Dey. 

Food Committee :      Ajay Pandey, Dip Kumar Das, Pijush Majumdar, Gaurav Banker,  

            Subankar Ghosh, Swadesh Chandra Das, Debasish Dhar, and Suman 

            Sarkar. 
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